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ABSTRACT: Th is paper aims at presenting the conclusions drawn from a systematic review of the 
studies conducted among Polish journalists since the 1970s. By comparing results of the studies on 
journalists with expectations and attitudes of current Polish journalism students, the paper off ers 
an insight into the ongoing changes that have been observed among Polish journalists in the last 
four decades. In particular, the review revealed signifi cant changes in a demographic profi le of Pol-
ish journalists regarding gender, education, and employment, as well as their motivation to work in 
the profession. Furthermore, professional values of journalism in Poland have been slightly shift ing 
from a traditional profi le of a social educator and watchdog to new ones, such as a news provider.
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INTRODUCTION

A traditional model of Polish journalism with a focus on political, cultural and 
social issues developed during the 19th century. Journalists, poets, and writers at 
that time saw themselves as those responsible to represent “the people without a state”, 
support the Polish cultural and national identity and transmit them from genera-
tion to generation during 123 years of a process of divesting a Polish population of 
national character by the invaders (Russian Empire, Kingdom of Prussia and Habs-
burg Austria) that conducted three so-called “Partitions” of Poland in the 18th cen-
tury (Łojek et al., 1988). Th is model was further strengthened during the Second 
World War: despite the Nazi occupation of the country, about 2,000 illegal Polish 
underground newspapers and magazines were circulated between 1939 and 1945 
(Lewandowska, 1982).

Th e post-war period of the Polish media was again characterized by a strong 
political dependence, this time on the Soviet Union. Polish journalists experienced 
censorship and political repression that was based on the communist idea of a state-
owned media. While some journalists agreed to cooperate with the regime, others 
decided to join illegal newspapers and magazines that were launched in the 1970s 
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(Dziki, 2000). Regardless the represented ideology, Polish journalists viewed them-
selves as social educators, with a strong sense of the political nature of their jobs, 
guided more by the consideration of their social mission as defi ned by their polit-
ical sponsors than by a story’s attractiveness for the audience (Jakubowicz, 1992).

Th e period of the last 25 years can be described as a period of political and eco-
nomic transformation and a consolidation that has been leading to “Western type 
democratic societies” (Balcytiene et al., 2014, p. 13). Th e role of the media was cru-
cial in the transition process since they served as a forum of political and social 
debate over the future shape of the relations between the state and society. Th e media 
themselves experienced a transformation from a state-owned system to a dual mod-
el with private and public electronic media accompanied with a free market of 
printed media, followed by a technological transformation that started in 1995.

Th is paper aims at providing answers to the following research questions: (RQ1) 
How has the demographic profi le of the Polish journalist changed in the last four 
decades? (RQ2) Has there been any shift  in motivation for working as a journalist 
since the communist regime period? (RQ3) Did the transformation aff ect a role 
perception among Polish journalists? To achieve that goal, we collected and sys-
tematically reviewed fi ndings of the surveys that have been conducted among Pol-
ish journalists since the 1970s. Th en, we compared them with results of recent 
studies on expectations and attitudes of current Polish journalism students.

Two consecutive parts of the paper will be devoted to present studies under the 
review and their theoretical backgrounds. Although the methodology used in these 
studies diff ers, they are based on the same models of journalism and they share an 
interest in similar aspects of the journalistic profession, including journalists’ at-
titudes and role perception.

SURVEYS AMONG POLISH JOURNALISTS AND JOURNALISM STUDENTS

From the 1970s till 2000 empirical studies on Polish journalists have been con-
ducted by scholars working at the Press Research Center (Ośrodek Badań Praso-
znawczych) in Cracow (Pisarek, 1995, 1998; Bajka, 1991, 2000). Th e questionnaires 
used in these studies included questions on demographic profi le (age, gender, edu-
cation), motivation for working as a journalist, level of autonomy, as well as on 
evaluation of the media performance. In the 1970s and 1980s similar studies were 
conducted by Jane L. Curry (1980, 1990), an American scholar who was interested 
in professional training, organization and relations between Polish journalists and 
politicians, especially during the period of martial law.

In that paper we collect and review fi ndings of six aforementioned studies: three 
studies on journalists conducted by the Ośrodek Badań Prasoznawczych (Press Re-
search Center) in the years 1979, 1990, and 2000, a study conducted by Stępińska and 
Ossowski in 2009, a study conducted by Dobek-Ostrowska et al. in the years 2011–
2014, and one study on journalism students conducted by Stępińska et al. in 2014.
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Th e early empirical studies conducted by the Ośrodek Badań Prasoznawczych 
(Press Research Center) were collected and reported by Bajka in 1991 and 2000. In 
the former paper there is no information about the sample. In 2000 Bajka surveyed 
a group of 250 journalists who, actually, cannot be perceived as fully representative, 
due to the fact that a category of young journalists holding lower positions at the 
media organizations was oversampled. Namely, 53 percent of the respondents were 
people under 30 years old, while only 6 percent were journalists above 50 years old 
(Bajka, 2000, pp. 47–48). Consequently, the results of that study do not draw a pic-
ture of Polish journalists in general, but rather of a new generation of journalists, 
who entered the profession at some point in the previous decade (80 percent of 
respondents reported that their professional experience was less than 10 years).

In the 1990s and 2000s some of the studies were conducted under the frame-
work of international projects. For example, Olędzki (1998) participated in the 
project “Th e Global Journalist” launched and coordinated by David H. Weaver. 
A decade later, when a second edition of that international research initiative (“Th e 
Global Journalist in the 21st Century”) was launched by David H. Weaver and Lars 
Willnat (2012), a survey among Polish journalists was conducted by Agnieszka 
Stępińska and Szymon Ossowski (2010a, 2010b, 2011a, 2011b, 2011c, 2012; Stępińska 
et al., 2012; Stępińska & Głowacki, 2014). Polish data came from 329 telephone 
interviews that were conducted with a random sample of Polish journalists in Oc-
tober and November 2009.

In order to design the sample, we decided to compile fi rst a list of all Polish news 
organizations with the help of the most recent Media and Advertising Almanac 
(Almanach Mediów i Reklamy 2007/2008). Based on the compiled list, we esti-
mated that 12 percent of Polish journalists work for daily newspapers, 23 percent 
for weekly magazines, 23 percent for monthly magazines, 1 percent for news agen-
cies, 15 percent for TV stations, 17 percent for radio stations, and 8 percent for the 
online media.

In the previous decade, Polish scholars also participated in such international 
projects as: “Media Accountability and Transparency in Europe MediaAcT” 
(Głowacki, 2013) and “Journalism in change — professional journalistic cultures 
in Russia, Poland and Sweden 2011–2014” (Dobek-Ostrowska et al., 2013; Nygren 
& Dobek-Ostrowska, 2015). Th e former was conducted among 100 Polish profes-
sionals who were occupied full-time or almost full-time (including the requirement 
of 50 percent or more of income from journalistic activity) and working for diff er-
ent media segments, including newspapers, magazines, radio, TV, press agencies 
and online news media. In the latter, the survey was conducted among 500 Polish 
journalists in 2012. Again, the sample was designed based on the data from the 
Media and Advertising Almanac (2011/12) and with reference to diff erent media 
segments and employment structure (full-time salaried employees and freelancers).

More recently (November and December 2014) a survey was conducted among 
Polish journalism students from six public (state) universities and one private uni-
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versity. Th e survey was a part of the an international project “Journalism Students 
around the Globe” launched and coordinated by Folker Hanusch from University 
of Vienna (Austria). and Claudia Mellado from Pontifi cia Universidad Catolica de 
Valparaiso (Chile). As many as 43 national teams have been participating in that 
project.1 In Poland the study was conducted by scholars from the Adam Mickiewicz 
University in Poznań: Agnieszka Stępińska, Dominika Narożna, Ewa Jurga-Wosik, 
Bartłomiej Secler, and Kinga Adamczewska.

Th e universities were selected among those off ering a program of Journalism 
and Social Communication based on their location (six cities: Warszawa, Poznań, 
Wrocław, Lublin, Kraków, and Katowice) and a number of students. A total number 
of students interviewed (N = 602) depended on three parameters: population size, 
confi dence level (95 percent) and the amount of accepted sampling error (4 per-
cent). We collected information about numbers of students at seven selected uni-
versities and we used a probability-proportional-to-size sampling. Students across 
the various years of a degree were selected randomly and requested to complete 
a self-administered questionnaire.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Th e systematic review of the aforementioned studies and their fi ndings revealed 
that they were designed based on normative or empirical theories of journalism 
developed in the last three decades. All these concepts are interrelated: in fact, they 
have been consecutively emerging from previous ideas and models.

While studying motivations and professional role performance they all follow 
Culbertson’s concept (1983) and distinguish three main attitudes among journal-
ists: (1) neutral, stressing fact accuracy and speed; (2) interpretative, incorporating 
social science and historical research to study every aspect of the events and their 
meanings; (3) activists, or proactive reporting with a list of prescriptions to correct 
the illness of society.

Th ey also employ Weaver and Wilhoit’s (1996) distinction of four main media 
roles, that is (1) a disseminator (getting information to the public quickly and 
avoiding stories with unverifi able information), (2) interpretative/investigative (in-
vestigating government claims, analyzing and interpreting issues and discussing 
public policy while it is being developed), (3) adversarial (being constantly skep-
tical of government and businesses), and (4) a populist mobilizer (developing the 
cultural interests of the public, providing entertainment, setting the political agen-
da and giving ordinary citizens a chance to express their views). Although that 
typology was developed based on the US experience, it served as a theoretical back-
ground for studies of journalists in many other countries, including Poland, con-
ducted under two international projects: “Th e Global Journalist” and “Th e Global 

1   See: http://www.jstudentsproject.org/.
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Journalist in the 21st Century” (Weaver, 1998; Olędzki, 1998; Weaver and Willnat, 
2012; Stępińska et al., 2012).

In more recent studies a concept of journalistic cultures developed by Hanitzsch 
(2007) has been used. For example, it was employed in the project “Journalism in 
change — professional journalistic cultures in Russia, Poland and Sweden 2011–
2014” in order to identify common parts of transnational journalistic culture, gen-
eral changes in journalism in diff erent media systems, as well as diff erences be-
tween the three countries (Nygren & Dobek-Ostrowska, 2015).

Journalistic culture emphasizes not only values, attitudes and beliefs (perception 
or conception), as the previous concepts did, but also practices and artifacts (perform-
ance). Hanitzsch (2007) defi nes three constituents of journalistic culture: institution-
al roles, epistemologies, and ethical ideologies, as well as three basic dimensions of 
the journalists’ role performance: (1) interventionism, (2) power distance, and (3) mar-
ket orientation. As a result, he distinguishes four main models of journalism: (1) a de-
tached watchdog (interested in providing the audience with political information, 
high distance towards power political elites, skeptical and critical attitude); (2) popu-
list disseminator (strong orientation towards the audience, focus on providing the 
audience with “interesting” information, low level of interventionism); (3) critical 
change agent (driven by interventionist intentions, critical towards government and 
business elites, emphasis on advocating social change, infl uencing public opinion or 
setting the political agenda); and (4) opportunist facilitator (constructive partners of 
the government, support for offi  cial policies, close distance to political powers).

Alongside that concept, Mellado (2015; see also Mellado & Lagos, 2014) sug-
gested a concrete operationalization of six dimensions of journalistic role perform-
ance that emerge from three diff erent domains that have been discussed by previ-
ous literature (Donsbach &  Patterson, 2004; Weaver &  Wilhoit, 1996): (a) the 
relationship journalism has with those in power (watchdog versus loyal-facilitator), 
(b) the presence of the journalistic voice in a story (disseminator-interventionist 
dimension), and (c) the way journalism approaches the audience (three approaches 
toward the audience: service — audience as clients, infotainment — spectators, and 
civic-oriented journalism — citizens). Each one of these dimensions is character-
ized by diff erent measures of professional practice. Th e concept was employed in 
the international projects on “Journalistic Role Performance Around the Globe” 
and “Journalism Students around the Globe”.

While presenting the fi ndings of the studies we will use the concept introduced 
by Weaver and Wilhoit (1996) because it might be perceived as a benchmark for the 
other aforementioned ideas and models.

CHANGES IN A DEMOGRAHIC PROFILE

In the late 1970s the total number of Polish journalists was 8,200. Around 14 per-
cent of them worked for TV and radio stations. In the 1980s an estimated number 
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of journalists was higher (9,600–10,000), with around 10 percent of journalists 
working for the electronic media (Bajka, 1991, p. 149). Political transition caused 
serious consequences for Polish journalism, including a generation change, or as 
Sonczyk (2001, p. 40) called it: a “personnel revolution”. In three years (1989–1992) 
about 1,500 journalists left  or lost their jobs (Bajka, 2000, p. 45). Among them there 
were those who previously supported the communist regime and those who were 
not able to respond to technological challenges (mostly, the elder journalists) (Bajka, 
1991, p. 149). Some journalists experienced diffi  culties in adapting themselves to 
the market-oriented expectations of the media owners, while the others suff ered 
from a political and social disorientation (Bajka, 2000, pp. 44–45).

Despite the outfl ow, the number of professional journalists increased from 
10,000 (in the 1980s) to 12,000 in the late 1990s (Bajka, 1991, p. 149), because a new 
generation of journalists entered the profession. Some of them had previously 
worked for the underground anti-regime newspapers and magazines, while the 
others were young people who just recently graduated from universities, having 
little professional experience and no interest in political involvement (Bajka, 2000, 
pp. 44–46). In 2012 the estimated number of full-employed journalists was again 
lower, around 9,100, while around 900 journalists worked as freelancers (Dobek-
Ostrowska et al., 2013, p. 14).

Th e structure of employment has changed as well in recent decades. Before 1989, 
most journalists belonged to the salaried, full-time media personnel (Bajka, 1991, 
p. 149). Two decades later Stępińska and Ossowski (2011b) found that more than 
20 percent of journalists overall, and almost 60 percent of TV professionals, were 
contract workers. Most of them have either time-limited contracts or operated as 
separate media producers off ering their work to TV stations. What makes this form 
of employment so popular among media organizations is the fact that journalists 
rather than the employers have to cover the costs of social and health insurance. 
Findings of the study conducted by Dobek-Ostrowska et al. (2015) confi rmed that 
structure of employment: 67 percent of the respondents were fully-employed in the 
media organizations, 11 percent were part-time employees and 13 percent were 
freelancers (Dobek–Ostrowska et al., 2013; Głowacki, 2015, p. 79).

Since the 1970s the number of female journalists has increased. In the 1970s 
around one quarter of Polish journalists were female. Th ree decades later women 
made up 35 percent of Polish journalists (Bajka, 2000, p. 46). Findings of the stud-
ies conducted in 2009 and 2012 revealed that the number of female journalists has 
increased in the last ten years: around 40 percent of respondents in these studies 
were female (Stępińska & Ossowski, 2011b, p. 19; Dobek-Ostrowska et al., 2013, 
p. 15; Głowacki, 2015, p. 67).

Th e other signifi cant change has occurred in the education sector. Since the late 
1990s one may observe a clear trend toward “academization” (Splichal & Sparks, 
1994; Hanusch & Mellado, 2014) of Polish journalism. Until the 1990s most uni-
versities off ered only a specialization in journalism as a part of the program in 
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political science, in 2009 the media or journalism studies were off ered by 42 public 
and private universities in Poland as separate programs of study (Olszewski, 2009).

In 2000, as Bajka (2000, pp. 48–49) showed, 45 percent of Polish journalists 
graduated from any program in journalism (11 percent at the BA level, 24 at the 
MA level, and 10 percent at the postgraduate level, while 8 percent were still stu-
dents of journalism at that time). One third of the respondents graduated from 
some other program than journalism (social sciences, humanities, or other disci-
plines), while only 14 percent of the respondents did not graduate from any univer-
sity program. A decade later, the number of journalists who graduated from any 
university program was higher: as many as 84.2 percent of Polish journalists held 
a university degree, at least at the undergraduate level. However, fewer journalists, 
namely 31.6 percent, held a university degree in journalism (Stępińska & Ossowski, 
2011b, p. 19). In 2012 as many as 89 percent of journalists held any university de-
gree, and 40 percent of the respondents declared that they held a university degree 
in journalism (Głowacki, 2015, p. 74).

In 2013 as many as 18,832 people were students of the Journalism and Social 
Communication program (GUS, 2013). Th e results of the recently conducted survey 
among students of that program showed that 22 percent of those who have chosen 
that program “absolutely” wanted to pursue a career as a journalist, 27.5 percent: 
“likely”, 27.8 percent was still unsure, while 7.5 percent defi nitely did not want to 
work as a journalist and for 15.1 percent of the respondents it was “unlikely”. At the 
same time, only 9.6 percent of the students “very much agreed” with a claim that 
studying journalism and communication at the university level is necessary in 
order to be a good journalist, while 20.6 “very much disagreed” with that claim. 
Still, 35.9 percent “somewhat agreed”, while 33.7 percent “somewhat disagreed” 
with such a statement.

CHANGES IN THE MOTIVATIONS FOR WORKING AS A JOURNALIST

In the late 1970 journalists declared that they entered the profession because they 
wanted to have varied and lively work (25 percent), where they could still learn 
something new (36 percent) and they wanted to help people solve their problems 
(33 percent). Almost one third of the respondents (31 percent) believed that they 
would have a chance to criticize and fi ght with shortcomings or problems (Bajka, 
1991, pp. 157–158). Th e journalists of the late 1980s and of the 1990s appreciated 
the most the dynamic lifestyle and varied and lively work, and the fact that journal-
ism provides them with an opportunity to meet interesting people and visit new 
places. At the same time, they less frequently than earlier generations expected 
having an opportunity to infl uence people’s opinions and attitudes, or help people 
solving their problems (Bajka, 2000, pp. 52–53). Th e comparison of the data col-
lected in two decades by Bajka (1991, 2000) showed that Polish journalists have 
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become more individualistic-oriented and less driven by social, altruist motiva-
tions.

Table 1. Motivations for working as a journalist/studying journalism (a sum of percent of 
answers “very important” and “important”)

JOURNALISTS STUDENTS

1979 1990
2000

(N = 250)
2009

(N = 329)
2012

(N = 100)
2014

(N = 602)

PRACTICAL
Th e amount of money one can 
earn — — — 67 74 57.0

To get a secure job — — — 61 63 68.4
Th e amount of autonomy — — — 86 83 81.0
PERSONAL
Th e prestige of journalism 
as a profession 9 10 16 — — 50.0

Th e opportunity to travel 17 43 56 — — 55.0
Th e varied and lively work 36 33 43 79 — 74.0
Th e dynamic lifestyle 25 36 33 — — 63.0
IDEALISTIC
Th e chance to infl uence public 
aff airs 26 25 29 58 59 62.0

Th e chance to help people 
in their everyday life 33 26 21 65 74 68.0

To criticize and fi ght problems 
(e.g. injustice) 31 15 23 — 74 60.0

Source: Bajka (2000, p. 52); Stępińska et al. (2012, pp. 262–263); Dobek-Ostrowska et al. (2013, p. 18); Project 
“Journalistic Performance Around the Globe” (2014).

Table 1 collects responses to the question on motivations for working as a jour-
nalist (1979, 1990, 2000) or studying journalism (2014), as well as an importance of 
various aspects of the job (2009 and 2012). Th e results showed that in 2009 job 
autonomy and a chance to develop professional skills were considered very import-
ant by a vast majority of journalists, namely more than 80 percent. For more than 
60 percent of journalists, not only are pay and job security very important, but also 
the chance to help people and the editorial policy of the organizations (see also: 
Stępińska et al., 2012, p. 262).

Similar conclusions may be drawn from the study conducted by Dobek-Ostrow-
ska et al. (2013) a few years later. When asked about the evaluation of aspects of 
their work, most journalists indicated as “very important” and “important” such 
issues as: a chance to develop their professional skills (85 percent), level of auton-
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omy (83 percent), and atmosphere of the workplace (82 percent), as well as a chance 
to help people (74 percent). Issues such as a chance to infl uence public aff airs 
(59 percent), or fringe benefi ts (42 percent) seemed to be less important for them.

Table 2 collects again the answers to the question on the motivations (from the 
three most recent studies), but this time it shows means and SD (answers on a scale 
1–5 where 5 is very important, 1 — not important).

Table 2. Factors infl uencing job choice

JOURNALISTS (2009) JOURNALISTS (2012) STUDENTS (2014)

N M SD N M SD N M SD

PRACTICAL
Salary 329 4.3 1,234 499 4.1 0.818 593 3.9 1.007
Benefi ts 329 3.6 1.664 480 2.9 1.203 — — —
Editorial policy 329 4.3 1.576 454 3.9 1.153 — — —
Job security 329 4.0 1.516 450 3.9 1.205 593 3.1 1.171
PERSONAL
Chance to develop profes-
sional skills/specialization 329 4.5 1.131 476 4.5 .804 — — —

Chance for a better career/
to get ahead in organiza-
tion

329 3.4 1.622 468 4.2 .963 — — —

IDEALISTIC
Autonomy (freedom in the 
job) 329 4.7 .786 475 4.4 .797 591 4.1 .882

Th e chance to help people/
serve the public interest 329 4.3 1.267 476 4.2 .995 589 3.8 1.134

Th e chance to infl uence 
public aff airs/society 329 4.0 1.296 468 3.8 1.088 587 3.5 1.036

Source: Project: “Global Journalists in the 21st Century” (2009); “Journalism in change — professional jour-
nalistic cultures in Russia, Poland and Sweden 2011–2014” — see Anikina (2015, p. 154); Project: “Journalistic Role 
Performance Around the Globe” (2014).

Th e factor evaluated highly by respondents in all three studies was the amount 
of autonomy or freedom in the job. For professional journalists a chance to develop 
professional skills (2009) or a specialization (2012), as well as salary seem to be very 
important aspects of the job. For students, however, the leading factors were those 
related rather to choice of the program of the study (Journalism and Social Com-
munication) than a job: a talent for journalism (M = 4.2, SD = .805) and an ability 
to be creative (M = 4.2, SD = .794).

Findings of the study on students’ motivations provided further arguments on 
the individualistic approach to the profession among the young generation. Th ey 
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seem to be less motivated by social or political aspects of the job, such as a chance 
to help people/serve the public interest or a chance to infl uence public aff airs/soci-
ety than professional journalists. Furthermore, opportunities of travelling (M = 3.4, 
SD = 1.167), having varied and lively work (M = 3.9, SD = 1.002), and meeting in-
teresting people (M = 4.2, SD = .947) are more appealing for them than a chance to 
help in a nation-building (M = 2.9, SD = 1.232), work for freedom and democracy 
(M = 3.0, SD = 1.156), or hold power people accountable (M = 2.8, SD = 1.177).

Although students stress salary as a quite meaningful aspect of the job (M = 3.9, 
SD = 1.007), they are not equally tempted by being famous (M = 2.45, SD = 1.129). 
Furthermore, the amount of money one may earn is almost equally important for 
them as the pleasure of writing (M = 3.8, SD = 1.187).

Th e fi ndings correspond with observations on diff erences between generations 
of Polish professional journalists. As the studies showed (Stępińska & Ossowski, 
2012; Stępińska & Głowacki, 2014; Anikina, 2015), the youngest journalists (20–30 
years old) were more interested than other age categories in an opportunity to 
develop professional skills, a chance to get ahead in the media organization, and 
job security. At the same time, they were less interested in such professional aspects 
as editorial policy and amount of autonomy. Clearly, they were more focused on 
their own individual careers than on organizational aff airs. On the contrary, the 
elder generation of journalists (50+) and those who have been holding positions in 
media organizations for more than 20 years seemed to pay signifi cant attention to 
the organization and its policy, as well as to the level of freedom in selecting stories. 
Journalists over 60 years old paid attention mostly to the professional “institu-
tional” aspects of the job. Th ese journalists do not have to worry about their pos-
ition, promotion or even pay. Instead, they consider themselves as those who could 
infl uence public aff airs and help people.

CHANGES IN THE ROLE PERCEPTION

In the late 1970s and early 1980s Polish journalists were still experiencing the com-
munist party’s attempts of instrumentalization of the media. Despite the political 
context, Polish journalists did not share a number of characteristics with the Soviet 
states’ journalists at that time. In fact, they were able to develop a strong profes-
sional culture, as Curry (1980, 1990) noticed. In 1980–1981 journalists explicitly 
expressed their resistance from playing a role of political actors, while still accepting 
partnership relations with the political party in power (Bajka, 1991, pp. 153–154).

At that time, Polish journalism had been shift ing quickly towards an informa-
tion-oriented model during that period: more and more journalists claimed that 
they should be more critical and less focused on propaganda. While in 1979 around 
75 percent of journalists pointed objective reporting as a main function of the 
media, just two years later almost all respondents (98 percent) of Bajka’s (1991, 
p. 154) study claimed that the media should be objective in the reporting on do-
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mestic and foreign events, 94 percent of journalists claimed that the media should 
provide information about citizens’ demands (in comparison to 65 percent in 1979), 
and 87 percent expressed the opinion that the media should provide a complete and 
comprehensive picture of political and administrative actors (65 percent in 1979).

A decade later Polish journalists defi ned their roles mostly as objective reporters 
of domestic and foreign events (33 percent of the respondents evaluated that role as 
“very important”, while 66 percent as “the most important”), as well as a watchdog: 
a highly critical political actors’ adversary (81 percent of responses “very import-
ant”, 14 percent of “the most important”), who provides the citizens with a complete 
picture of the political elites (77 and 10 percent, respectively). Furthermore, Polish 
journalists in the early 1990s claimed that the media should fi ght with social prob-
lems (81 and 11 percent, respectively), and provide the political elites information 
about citizen’ demands: for 69 percent of the respondents it was a “very important” 
role of the media, while for as many as 22 percent — “the most important” one 
(Bajka, 1991, p. 154).

At the same time, Polish journalists claimed that the media should not popular-
ize political and social organizations’ activities (46 percent of respondents claimed 
that this was “not an important” role of the media), mobilize citizens to work hard 
(51 percent of the indications of the “not important” response), and 61 percent 
claimed that they are not interested in involving the audience into politics (Bajka, 
1991, p. 154). In just one decade the conception of journalistic roles has changed 
signifi cantly: from the political-oriented to the society-oriented media and jour-
nalists.

Based on the aforementioned results, Pisarek (1998) recognized three main Pol-
ish journalists’ roles and attitudes at that time: (1) ideological fi ghters, whose polit-
ical orientation aff ects the way they present political, economic and social issues; 
(2) disc jockeys, who represent a model of infotainment journalism, and (3) craft s-
men who obey professional norms and standards and who perceive their job as a so-
cial mission. Bajka (2000, pp. 59–60) added three more roles to that list: (4) waiters, 
who focus mostly on a quick dissemination of the news and do not provide any 
comments, interpretations, or framing; (5) investigators, who focus on investigating 
government claims, analyzing and interpreting issues and discussing public policy 
while it is being developed. However, they are politically biased and their interest 
in political actors depends on their political orientation (Bajka, 2000, p. 60). Final-
ly, Bajka (2000, p. 60) recognized so called (6) news gatherers, whose main role is to 
collect information, either from news agencies or other media sources, including 
the online media and then deliver them to the media organizations or the audience.

Th e fi rst decade of the 21st century brought again a slight shift  toward news 
provider model of journalism (getting information to the public quickly, be a neutral 
reporter). Still, journalists perceived their role as a detached watchdog (being an 
adversary of public offi  cials by being constantly skeptical of their actions) and edu-
cator (developing intellectual and cultural interests of the public and providing an-
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alysis and interpretation of complex problems). However, some incoherence might 
be observed within the adversarial (watchdog) model: a general concept of being an 
adversary of public offi  cials and control public authorities seem to be more import-
ant than more practical aspects of the same role, that is investigating claims and 
statements made by the government (Table 3 presents means and standard deriva-
tion; the answers on a scale 1–5, where 5 is very important, 1 — not important).

Table 3. Importance of the media functions according to Polish journalists (2009 and 2012) 
and students of journalism (2014)

JOURNALISTS 
IN 2009

JOURNALISTS 
IN 2012

JOURNALISM 
STUDENTS

IN 2014

N M SD N M SD N M SD

DISSEMINATOR
Get information to the 
public quickly 329 4.6 1.019 — — — 594 4.2 1.251

Report things as they are/
be a neutral reporter — — — 493 4.2 .913 577 4.4 1.263

ADVERSARIAL
Be an adversary of public 
offi  cials/control public 
authorities

329 4.4 1.472 487 4.4 .754 595 4.5 1.601

Investigate claims and 
statements made by the 
government

329 3.6 1.717 484 3.1 1.123 594 3.4 1.680

INTERPRETATIVE
Set the political agenda 329 4.2 1.380 — — — 592 3.8 1.622
Develop intellectual and 
cultural interests of the 
public/educate the public

329 4.4 1.138 489 4.3 .828 592 4.2 1.279

Provide analysis and 
interpretation of complex 
problems.

329 4.3 1.336 490 4.0 .885 595 4.0 1.226

Provide advice/solutions 
to society’s problem. 329 4.2 1.493 — — — 596 3.6 1.314

POPULIST MOBILIZER
Infl uence public opinion — — — 482 3.5 1.004 593 3.9 1.437
Give ordinary people 
a chance to express their 
views on public aff airs/
represent diverse social 
groups

329 4.0 1.366 481 4.2 .920 598 4.0 1.287
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Motivate ordinary people 
to get involved in public 
discussions of important 
issues.

329 4.0 1.455 487 4.0 .936 591 3.5 1.740

Provide entertainment 
and relaxation. 329 3.3 1.633 480 4.2 .845 593 3.6 1.311

Concentrate on news that’s 
of interest to the widest 
possible audience.

329 4.1 1.366 — — — 596 3.8 1.478

Source: Project: “Global Journalists in the 21st Century” (2009); “Journalism in change — professional jour-
nalistic cultures in Russia, Poland and Sweden 2011–2014” — see Anikina (2015, p. 169); Project: “Journalistic Role 
Performance Around the Globe” (2014).

Roles related closer to a populist mobilizer model of journalism (or the indica-
tors to the civic model, according to Mellado), such as giving ordinary people a chance 
to express their views on public aff airs, or motivating ordinary people to get in-
volved in public discussions of important issues seemed to be also important for 
professional journalists. At the same time, Polish journalists identify themselves to 
some extent with the indicators of the infotainment model (providing entertain-
ment and relaxation, or concentration on news that’s of interest to the widest pos-
sible audience). Interestingly, the journalists-to-be seem to be quite similar to pro-
fessional journalists regarding role perception. Th ey perceive indicators of the 
disseminator and adversarial model of journalism as the most important roles of 
the media. However, this group is less internally coherent than professionals — in 
many cases data on SD reveals a high diversity in the students’ answers.

CONCLUSIONS

Th e systematic review of the fi ndings of the studies conducted in last four decades 
revealed several shift s in Polish journalism. First of all, the demographic profi le of 
journalists in Poland has changed: there are more women in the profession and more 
journalists hold a university degree, while around one third of them graduated from 
any university program in journalism. Th e level of academization of journalism in 
Poland may increase in future, since journalism programs seem to be very popular 
among young people and around half of current students of Journalism and Social 
Communication programs consider pursuing a career as journalists.

Secondly, current journalists (and journalism students) are more focused on 
their own individual careers than on the organizational aff airs than journalists in 
the 1970s and 1980s. Th e signifi cant change in motivations took place in the late 
1980s and early 1990s with the political and economic transition. In the 1970s 
journalists were almost equally driven by personal aspects such as varied and live-
ly work and more idealistic aspects such as a chance to help people in their everyday 
life. Th ey were aware of the limitations regarding opportunities of travelling and 
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a low level of the prestige of journalism as a profession. In the 2000s they started to 
believe more in their ability to infl uence public aff airs and criticize and fi ght prob-
lems, as well as in the amount of autonomy they have. At the same time personal 
and practical aspects of the job became more important to Polish journalists.

Finally, in the last four decades, professional values of journalism in Poland have 
been slightly shift ing from a traditional profi le of a social educator and watchdog 
to new ones, such as a news provider. Not surprisingly, the most signifi cant change 
in role perceptions occurred in the 1990s with new market-oriented media organ-
izations entering the Polish media system.
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